FROM BER AIRPORT to CAMPUS BUCH

It takes around 1h 20 min to get from BER Airport to Campus Buch

Buy ticket ABC for 4 € (also valid for the bus)
Take train “FEX” direction Hauptbahnhof
This train runs every 30 minutes at xx:28 and xx:58
Get off at Gesundbrunnen (29 min from BER)
Change for the Line S2 direction Buch or Bernau
Get off at S-Buch (17 min from Gesundbrunnen)
• take the Bus 353 from S-Buch to Campus Buch
• or walk from S Buch to MDC.C (20 min)
• or take buses 158/150 until Theodor-Brugsch-Str.

FROM BERLIN CITY CENTER to CAMPUS BUCH

It takes around 50 min to get from S+U Friedrichstraße (Hotels Allegra/Albrechtshof) to Campus Buch

Buy ticket AB for 3,20 € (also valid for the bus)
Take S-Bahn line S2 direction Buch or Bernau
Get off at S Buch (27 min from Friedrichstraße)
• take the Bus 353 from S-Buch to Campus Buch
• or walk from S Buch to MDC.C (20 min)
• or take buses 158/150 until Theodor-Brugsch-Str.

It is also possible to come by buses 150 and 158 from hotels located in Pankow/Blankenburg/Karow to Theodor-Brugsch-Str. (5 min walk to Campus Buch)
https://www.bvg.de/de/verbindungen/linienuebersicht/150
https://www.bvg.de/de/verbindungen/linienuebersicht/158

FROM BER AIRPORT to BERLIN CITY CENTER

Buy ticket ABC for 4 € (also valid for the bus)

➢ Take train “FEX” direction Hauptbahnhof
This train runs every 30 minutes at xx:28 and xx:58
You can get off at
Ostkreuz (18 min from BER)
Gesundbrunnen (29 min from BER)
Hauptbahnhof (35 min from BER)
continue with the S- or U-bahn to your final destination

➢ or take S-Bahn Line S9 direction Spandau. S9 runs every 20 minutes at xx:09, xx:29 and xx:49.
S9 is a direct connection from BER airport to Alexanderplatz (43 min), Friedrichstraße (47 min) and Hauptbahnhof (50 min). S-Bahn makes more stops and is slower, than FEX.
To plan your trip use
https://www.bvg.de/en
https://sbahn.berlin/fahren/liniennetze/

Berlin public transit is divided in 3 areas: A, B and C.

To travel from the BER airport to the City Center or Campus Buch
➢ get an ABC ticket (single trip 4€).

To travel from the City Center to Campus Buch
get an AB ticket (single trip 3.20€).

Paper tickets are available in the ticket-machine at any station
➢ some machines only accept cash
➢ validate the ticket before the departure

You can get an e-ticket via the BVG app:
https://www.bvg.de/de/abos-und-tickets/alle-apps/ticket-app

Single trip ticket is valid for 2 hours in one direction.
You can continue to use the same ticket for the S-, U-bahn, Tram and Bus during 2 hours.

More info how to buy a ticket here https://sbahn.berlin/en/tickets/